Term length discussed by Academic Council
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Reg in East Campus to Addelson House and the destruction of East Campus to allow room for academic buildings, following the construction of the proposed Graduate Center.

Student attendance at the Academic Council meeting grew out of the meeting of the Academic Council held on Nov. 3, at which time it was suggested that more student involvement in faculty decision-making be encouraged.
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Let Westinghouse stay up with you while you burn the midnight oil.

If you think we had poor, over-worked you in mind when we designed the new Westinghouse Lumina, you're right. It's a lamp, clock, and radio all in one.

The lamp: A new kind of high intensity lamp with a swivel arm that telescopes out 15 inches and sheds a concentrated beam.

The radio: It's a solid-state compact that really delivers. A precision tuning control pinpoints stations and a new kind of volume control lets you turn the radio on and off without disturbing the volume setting. A "Snooze Control" turns the radio off automatically!

The clock: It's deluxe, with an illuminated dial. It turns on the radio to wake you to music. And if it suddenly begins to move, you have a buzzer. But it has a doze button you can push for extra minutes of snooze time.

Now who says nobody understands the college student? Stop in for a demonstration today.


You can be sure if it's Westinghouse.